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The results presented here are mainly baised 
on the contributed papers prepared by Ch.Pascaud 
et M.Rollier,of the Aachen-Bruxelles-CERN-Ecole 
Polytechnique-Milan-Orsay-University College col-
laboration. 
I .PROPERTIES OF THE NEUTRAL WEAK CURRENT 
Since our first observation in I973 of events 
without muons and interpretation of these events 
as neutral current reactions,not very much was 
learnt about the properties of the neutral weak 
current. Most recently, the isospin and spatial 
properties of the neutral weak current have been 
investigated in the Gargamelle experiment. 
In the one-pion channel vv+ vv+N+rr, the rela-
tive rates of the pions of charge zero and minus, 
Q=rrD:rr-cnn ~e used to test the simple hypothesis 
of a A I=O transition. In that case, only one am-
plitude is involved and Q is predicted to be 0.9:I 
in freon. Their value includes nuclear corrections and 
is m0del independant. The experimental results are 
Q >I.4 ±0.2 for v and Q >2. I ±0.4 for \i.When com-
bin£'1d', these two results do not agree with the pu-
re isoscalar transition hypothesis. These results 
agree with a mixture of AI=O and AI=I transitions. 
They are not incompatible with the hypothesis af 
a pure I=3/2 final state,since a calculation by 
Adler,Nussinov and Paschos would give Q=Z in this 
case. 
The spatial properties of the neutral weak 
current have been studied through the measurement 
of the ratio R and R of the neutral to charged 
current inclusive cross sections o;f neutrino and 
antineutrino reactions. The improved statistics 
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In order to obtain unbiased values for R and R, the 
effects of various corrections have been studied. 
Firstly, the two hypotheses that all positive tracks 
are pions and nrotons give value of R respectively 
of 0.27 and 0.22 and value of i of 0.52 and 0.59. 
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"'hen corrected by using the positively identified 
proton (stop) or pions (by 5 rays), the numbers 
are P=0.25 and R=0.56. 
Secondly, a check of the effect of the detec-
tion efficiencies of the hadrons (all hadrons are 
to be positively identified} is made by using a 
larger sample including all events,even if the 
hadrons are not positively identified. This check 
gives value of P=0.23 and R=0.63. 
Finally, the effect of the ;: distribution on 
the cutted hadronic energy Cl1! >I GeV} distribu-
tions has been studied by assuming that scaling is 
valid, and that the interaction, of the v and A 
form only, occurs on snin l coefficients. The dif-
ferential distributions have then the following 
y dependence:dcr/dy = a+b(I-y) 2 and dcr/dy=b+a(I-y) 2 
The data give: 
and 
fac=O. 48 ± Q. OS 
Lbc=O.OZ ~8:8~ 
{
an :0.03~ ±O.OII 
bn - 0 • I I - 0 • 0 2 
where the subscrits c and n stand for charged and 
neutral currents respectively. The corresponding 
corrected value for Rand Rare then R=O.ZS ±0.04 
corr. 
and R=0.39± 0.06, where the possible biase due to 
corr. 
corrections are accounted for in the errors. 
The hypothesis of parity conservation would 
i~Dly bn- an=O. The experimental value bn- an= 
0.074 ±0.023 does not favour the parity conserva-
tion hypothesis, bv > 3cr difference. 
In the Salarn-Weinberg model, implemented with 
the Albright-Sehgal calculations,the mixing para-
meters:Sin2ew=0.3I ± 0.07 from Rand SinZSw=D-33~~:~~ 
from R. Consequently, the data support very well 
the Salam-Weinberg model. 
II. FINAL RESULT IN THE PURELY LEPTONIC NEUTRAL 
CURRENT CHANNEL 
Three unambiguous isolated electrons have 
been found in the search for the reactionv + e- + 
v 
vv +e-. The background is 0.4±0.I events and has 
a J% possibility only. 
In the hypothesis of a v and A interaction, 
the total cross section is a =(O.IO ~~~~)I04 1Ecm2 /GeV 
(90% C. L.) 
In the Salam-Weinberg model,this result res-
tricts the mixing parameter to Sin 28w< 0.4. This 
value is compatible with those deduced from P and 
from R, again the fact supporting this model. 
A more than oPe order of magnitude improve-
ment should be obtained in the SPS experiment. 
III. THE CHARMED CURRENT: MUON-POSITRON-STRANGE 
PARTICLE EVENTS 
On a sample of 40.500 charged current events 
with total energy Ev>I GeV,a search has been made 
for the production of charmed particles c in the 
reaction v + N ~ ~- + c+ ..• where c can be identi-
~ 
fied by a characteristic demi-leptonic decay pro-
ducing a strange particle s: c~ s + e++ve+ ••• The 
strange particles were chosen to be identified by 
a "V0 " decay (A 0 ~pn~k~ ~n+n-). The scan was made 
for e-,e+ and V0 independently, and the energy of 
t-he positron or electron was required to be L:n-gcr 
than 200 MeV. Three unambiguou5 events were found. 
A fourth one exhibits a somewhat uncertain charac-
ter, because of a difficult positron energy evalu-
ation. The kinematics of these events are the fol-
lowing: 
Event Evis ri Wvis p~ Pe r.t(Ae) PA l':(ke) pk 
I 3.58 0.6I 2.55 O.I8 0.25 !.24 2.09 0.65 !.80 
II 3.87 !.86 2.I !.07 0.89 I.9I !.09 !.57 I.4I 
III 6.07 3.68 2.6 0.9 0.77 !.99 3.67 - -
The kinematics of the event III does not satisfy the 
ko fit. The background comes mainly from events with 
asymmetric y-rays and Dalitz pairs with a materia-
lization vertex close to the main vertex,and from 
ve. It is too small (2·Io-4 probability)to explain 
these events. Furthermore, the absence of ~-e-vO 
events also contributes to a background interpre-
tation,since ten should have been seen in that case, 
whereas none was detected. A complete study of the 
background has been made in the following channels: 
# 
y+Dali tz Total 
Channels vebackground background background 
- + \1 e vo 3 o.or+o.oo5 o.rr+o.o5 o. I2±0.05 
- + I6 0.6 + 0.2 ~ e 6.5 +2.5 7.I +2.5 
-e- 25 9 ± 2 I6.5+ 4 25.5+ 4.5 
e-vo 6 3 ±I 
- 3 ±I 
One of the I6 ~-e+ events shows evidence for an ad-
ditional decay A0 ~ n°+n. The I6 ~- e+ events come 
from two sources: a background of 7 events and a 
contribution of general ~-e+s events where the 
strangeness has not been detected (AO,k 0~ neutrals 
k£, E± ,k±). This second contribution can be roughly 
estimated to lie between 6 and I6 events.Hence no 
other contribution is needed in the ~-e+ channel. 
The table shows that the ~-e- and e-vo events are 
very well accounted for from the background. This 
is a check of the validity of the background cal-
culation. 
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The conclusion is that evidence has been found 
for a new type of reaction 
v~+ N~ ~ + s + e+ •.. 
These reactions are very well accounted by the pro-
duction of a charm particle.In the present Garga-
melle experiment, the main contribution should 
come from the production of a charmed baryon with 
a mass in the vicinity of 25 GeV. 
SEAPCH FOR ~- e EVENTS 
IN THE FERMILAB IS-FOOT BUBBLE CHA~IBER 
M.L.Stevenson 
Berkeley, USA 
The two papers, "Neutrino Interactions with 
e+~- and ~!ultiple k0 's" (Tbilisi contrihuted paper 
304/B3,LBL 53I9 and CERN internal report)Berkeley 
(LBL) ,CERN Hawaii,Wisconsin collaboration, and 
"Search for ~- e Events in Antineutrino-Nucleus • 
Interactions"(Tbilisi contributed paper II60/B3) 
FNAL,IHEP,ITEP,Michigan collaboration, report 
the following results: 
I. NEUTRINOS 
I. There are IS e+~- events in 5000 ± 300 v in-
teractions with E Px >.5 GeV/c. 
2. The fractional rate is: e+~-; ~-total= 
f~ 0.63(I±.33).I0- 2 , where f is the fraction of the 
e+spectrum with Ee+>0.8 GeV. 
3. The k 0 multiplicity at production is: 
(NkO>= 2. 0 ±. 6, and if (Nk±) =(NkO), then (Nk~>= 
4.0±I.2. There is internal consistency for this 
number. 
4. The ratio, <P~)/ <Pe+)=6.6, is evidence 
that the events are semileptonic decays of hadrons 
in CC neutrino interactions, and not uniquely 
heavy lepton decays. 
5. The e+•s are not likely to come from purely 
leptonic 2 or 3 body decay of the >2 GeV objects of 
Pati and Salam. 
6. From the e+transverse momentum distribu-
tion one finds the mass of the charmed meson to be 
greater than I.6 GeV(for 3-body decay). 
7. The semileptonic branching ratio is likely 
to be c-+- e+ or~+> 0.33(!±.42). 
c~ total 
8. There is no compelling evidence for a tines-
hold for the events. 
9. There is a hint that two of the events might 
be neutral current ones (but not ve's). 
II. ANTI NEUTRINOS 
I. 0ne e-~+candidate with a very low energy 
(-·2 ~leV) positron or electron at/or near vertex 
was found in a sample of IIS7 events with Epx>7.5 
GeV. There was no Vee. 
